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Podemos ter aula na próxima 3a-feira,
segundo o calendário acadêmico não é feriado!

O que acham?

AVISO



  

Memory: Programmer’s View



  

Memory: Programmer’s View



  

Memory: Programmer’s View



  

How Memory Really Works



  

Memory: Programmer’s View

How is it possible?



  

Memory: Programmer’s View

How is it possible? Virtual Memory!



  

Why “virtual”?

If you think it’s there, and it’s there... it’s real

If you think it’s not there, and it’s not there... it’s non-existent

If you think it’s not there, and it’s there... it’s transparent

If you think it’s there, and it’s not there... it’s imaginary

Virtual Memory is imaginary memory

It gives you the illusion of memory that’s not physically there

Virtual Memory



  

Using physical memory efficiently

Using physical memory simply

Using physical memory safely

Why Virtual Memory?



  

Virtual memory uses gets the most out of
physical memory

Demand paging

Main memory is a cache for portions of virtual address 
space

The rest of the virtual address space is stored on disk

Keep only active areas of virtual address space
in fast memory

Transfer data back and forth as needed

Using Physical Memory Efficiently



  

Virtual memory simplifies memory management

Programmer can think in terms of a large, linear 
address space

Processes access same large, linear address space

Using Physical Memory Simply



  

Virtual memory simplifies memory management

Programmer can think in terms of a large, linear 
address space

Processes access same large, linear address space

Using Physical Memory Simply



  

Virtual memory protests process’ address spaces

Processes cannot interfere with each other

Because they operate in different address space

User processes cannot access priviledged information

Different sections of address space have different 
permissions

Think: read-only, read/write, execute, ...

Using Physical Memory Safely



  

Demand paging: Using physical memory efficiently

Memory management: Using physical memory 
simply

Protection: Using physical memory safely

Virtual Memory Benefits



  

Address space is large:
32-bits: ~4,000,000,000 (four billion) bytes

64-bits: ~16,000,000,000,000,000,000 (sixteen quintillion) bytes

Memory (DRAM) is expensive
(1 TB of DRAM ~$10,000)

But disk storage is relatively cheap
(1 TB of disk < $100)

Store most data on disk to maintain the
illusion of ∞ memory in a cost-effective way

The Cost of Maintaining the
Illusion of ∞ Memory



  

The Cost of Maintaining the
Illusion of ∞ Memory



  

So, DRAM caches disk data and SRAM caches 
DRAM data

Should these caches be built in the same way?

The Cost of Maintaining the
Illusion of ∞ Memory



  

So, DRAM caches disk data and SRAM caches 
DRAM data

Should these caches be built in the same way?

Big difference: DRAM ~10X slower than SRAM but 
disk ~100,000X slower than DRAM

The Cost of Maintaining the
Illusion of ∞ Memory



  

Example:

Most cray machines

Early Pcs

Most embedded systems

Loads and stores uses directly
to access memory

A System with
Only Physical Memory



  

Example:

Most laptops, servers and modern PCs

Page (i.e., a block)

Address translation: Hardware converts virtual addresses 
into physical addresses using an OS-managed lookup table 
(the page table)

A System with
Virtual Memory



  

Problem: A page is on disk and not in memory

Page table entry indicates virtual address is not in memory

Solution: An OS routine is called to load data from disk 
to memory

Current process suspends execution, others may resume

OS has full control over placement

Page Faults



  

Page Faults



  

Page Faults



  

Servicing a Page Fault



  

Locality

Temporal and Spatial

Working set: The set of active virtual pages

Programs with higher temporal locality have smaller 
working sets

If working set < memory size: good performance after 
initial misses

If working set > memory size: thrashing, pages are 
copied in and out

Why Does Virtual Memory Work?



  

Demand paging: Using physical memory efficiently

Memory management: Using physical memory 
simply

Protection: Using physical memory safely

Virtual Memory Benefits



  

Memory Management



  

Memory Management



  

Memory Management



  

Demand paging: Using physical memory efficiently

Memory management: Using physical memory 
simply

Protection: Using physical memory safely

Virtual Memory Benefits



  

Protection



  

Protection:Address Isolation



  

Protection:Page Table Information



  

Protection:Leaked Information
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